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Nissan Versa is an automobile nameplate used by the Japanese manufacturer Nissan in the
Americas for the following models:. According to a Nissan press release in , "versa" is short for
"versatile space" meant to imply the spaciousness of the interior and configurable cargo
arrangements. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Archived from the original on 15 July
Retrieved 12 July Retrieved Index of articles associated with the same name. Nissan Motor
Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Categories : Set indices on cars Nissan
vehicles. Hidden categories: Commons category link from Wikidata Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata All set index articles. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons
has media related to Nissan Versa. Straight-3 HR UD. Versa hatchback. Versa sedan. Sport
compact. Pulsar NX. Altima Coupe. GT-R R Vehicle sold only in Canada. The Nissan Motor
Company, Ltd. The company sells its vehicles under the Nissan, Infiniti , and Datsun brands
with in-house performance tuning products labelled Nismo. The company traces its name to the
Nissan zaibatsu , now called Nissan Group. As of , Renault holds a In , Nissan was the largest
car manufacturer in North America. As of April , Nissan was the world's largest electric vehicle
EV manufacturer, with global sales of more than , all-electric vehicles. In , the company
produced its first car, called the DAT. The new car's model name was an acronym of the
company's investors' surnames :. It was renamed to Kaishinsha Motorcar Co. DAT Motorcar Co.
Beginning in , the first DAT trucks were produced for the military market. At the same time,
Jitsuyo Jidosha Co. Commercial operations were placed on hold during Japan's participation in
World War I , and the company contributed to the war effort. From to , the company produced
light cars and trucks under the name of Lila. In , the company name was Nipponized to
Jidosha-Seizo Co. The name 'Nissan' originated during the s as an abbreviation [18] used on the
Tokyo Stock Exchange for Ni hon San gyo. At this time Nissan controlled foundries and auto
parts businesses, but Aikawa did not enter automobile manufacturing until The zaibatsu
eventually grew to include 74 firms and became the fourth-largest in Japan during World War II.
As Tobata Casting was a Nissan company, this was the beginning of Nissan's automobile
manufacturing. In , Aikawa separated the expanded automobile parts division of Tobata Casting
and incorporated it as a new subsidiary, which he named Nissan Motor Co. In , construction of
its Yokohama plant was completed. In , the first car manufactured by an integrated assembly
system rolled off the line at the Yokohama plant. In November Nissan's headquarter was moved
to Hsinking , the capital of Manchukuo. This, along with Aikawa's visit to Detroit, was to greatly
affect Nissan's future. Most of the machinery and processes originally came from the United
States. When Nissan started to assemble larger vehicles under the "Nissan" brand in , much of
the design plans and plant facilities were supplied by the Graham-Paige Company. In David
Halberstam 's book The Reckoning , Halberstam states "In terms of technology, Gorham was
the founder of the Nissan Motor Company" and that "young Nissan engineers who had never
met him spoke of him as a god and could describe in detail his years at the company and his
many inventions. From Datsun began to build Austin 7s under license. This operation became
the greatest success of Austin 's overseas licensing of its Seven and marked the beginning of
Datsun's international success. In , Nissan entered into a legal agreement with Austin, [28] [29]
for Nissan to assemble 2, Austins from imported partially assembled sets and sell them in
Japan under the Austin trademark. The agreement called for Nissan to make all Austin parts
locally within three years, a goal Nissan met. Nissan produced and marketed Austins for seven
years. The agreement also gave Nissan the rights to use Austin patents, which Nissan used in
developing its own engines for its Datsun line of cars. In , British-built Austins were assembled
and sold, but by , the Austin A50 â€” completely built by Nissan and featuring a new cc
engineâ€”was on the market in Japan. Nissan produced 20, Austins from to Nissan leveraged
the Austin patents to further develop their own modern engine designs past what the Austin's
A- and B-family designs offered. The apex of the Austin-derived engines was the new design A
series engine in This engine powered the new Datsun , which gained Nissan respect in the
worldwide sedan market. The Z was an immediate sensation and lifted Nissan to world-class
status in the automobile market. During the Korean War , Nissan was a major vehicle producer
for the U. The union that organized Nissan's workforce was strong and militant. Workers were
locked out, and several hundred were fired. The Japanese government and the U. A new labor
union was formed, [34] with Shioji Ichiro one of its leaders. Ichiro had studied at Harvard
University on a U. He advanced an idea to trade wage cuts against saving 2, jobs. Between and ,
Nissan "expanded rapidly on the basis of technical advances supported â€” and often
suggested â€” by the union. In , Nissan merged with the Prince Motor Company , bringing more
upmarket cars, including the Skyline and Gloria , into its selection. The Prince name was
eventually abandoned, and successive Skylines and Glorias bore the Nissan name. Nissan Red

Stage itself has been replaced as of The Skyline lives on as the G Series of Infiniti. To capitalize
on the renewed investment during Summer Olympics , Nissan established the gallery on the
second and third floors of the San-ai building, located in Ginza, Tokyo. To attract visitors,
Nissan started using beautiful female showroom attendants where Nissan held a competition to
choose five candidates as the first class of Nissan Miss Fairladys, modeled after "Datsun
Demonstrators" from the s who introduced cars. Miss Fairladys became the marketers of the
Datsun Fairlady In the s, Nissan decided to expand into worldwide markets. Nissan
management realized their Datsun small car line would fill an unmet need in markets such as
Australia and the world's largest car market, the United States. By , Nissan had become one of
the world's largest exporters of automobiles. In the wake of the oil crisis , consumers worldwide
especially in the lucrative U. To meet the growing demand for its new Nissan Sunny , the
company built new factories in Mexico Nissan Mexicana was established in the early s and
commenced manufacturing since at their Cuernavaca assembly facility , making it their first
North American assembly plant , Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan, United States Nissan Motor
Manufacturing Corporation USA was established in and South Africa. The addition of
mass-market automobiles was in response to the Voluntary Export Restraints imposed by the U.
An engine plant in Decherd, Tennessee followed, most recently a second assembly plant was
established in Canton, Mississippi. In , Teocar was created, which was a Greek assembly plant
created in cooperation with Theoharakis. The plant started production in , assembling Datsun
pick-up trucks and continuing with the Nissan Cherry and Sunny automobiles. Until May ,
vehicles were made, mainly for Greece. By the early s, Nissan Datsun had long been the best
selling Japanese brand in Europe. Nissan tried to convert the Greek plant into one
manufacturing cars for all European countries [ citation needed ]. However, due to issues with
the Greek government [ citation needed ] not only did that not happen but the plant itself was
closed. The City of Sunderland in the north east of England was chosen for its skilled workforce
and its location near major ports. By , it was producing , vehicles per year, landing it the title of
the most productive plant in Europe. In , Nissan established a manufacturing plant in Brazil. To
meet increased production targets, Dongfeng-Nissan expanded its production base in
Guangzhou , which would become Nissan's largest factory around the globe in terms of
production capacity. In mid, the company announced it would shut down factories in Indonesia
and Spain, and would exit the South Korean car market. In June , Carlos Ghosn was named
chief executive officer of Nissan. In May , Ghosn was named president of Nissan's partner
company Renault. He had been due to hold a news conference, but instead, his lawyers
released a video of Ghosn alleging this Nissan scandal is itself evidence of value destruction
and Nissan corporate mismanagement. The appointment would be made "effective" by 1
January at the latest. In the U. Hiroto Saikawa, CEO at the time, confirmed the majority of those
cuts would be plant workers. In the Zama plant began to be robotized; this automation process
then continued throughout Nissan's factories. Nissan electric vehicles have been produced
intermittently since In the Nissan Leaf plug-in battery electric vehicle was introduced; it was the
world's most sold plug-in electric car for nearly a decade. It was preceded by the Altra and the
Hypermini. Until surpassed by Tesla, Nissan was the world's largest electric vehicle EV
manufacturer, with global sales of more than , all-electric vehicles as of April In Australia ,
between and , Nissan Australia shared models with Ford Australia under a government-backed
rationalisation scheme known as the Button Plan , with a version of the Nissan Pintara being
sold as the Ford Corsair and a version of the Ford Falcon as the Nissan Ute. The two minivans
were virtually identical aside from cosmetic differences. In , Nissan and Ford announced the
discontinuation of the arrangement. It was also sold in Japan as a captive import , with the
Nissan model marketed as the Nissan Mistral. Nissan licensed the Volkswagen Santana.
Production began in , at Nissan's Zama, Kanagawa , [74] [75] and ended in May From to , Nissan
cooperated with Alfa Romeo to build the Arna. In , GM announced its intentions to rebadge the
Nissan NV commercial van as the model year Chevrolet City Express, to be introduced by end
of The Nissan equivalent was marketed as the Nissan Vannette Cargo. In , facing severe
financial difficulties, Nissan entered an alliance with Renault S. Signed on 27 March , the
Renault-Nissan Alliance was the first of its kind involving a Japanese and French car
manufacturer, each with its own distinct corporate culture and brand identity. In the spring of ,
Yanase , Japan's premier seller of imported automobiles, cancelled its licensing contract with
Renault, and Nissan took over as the sole licensee. The Renault-Nissan Alliance has evolved
over the years to Renault holding The alliance itself is incorporated as the Renault-Nissan B.
Renault-Nissan B. Under CEO Ghosn's "Nissan Revival Plan" NRP , the company has
rebounded in what many leading economists consider to be one of the most spectacular
corporate turnarounds in history, [82] catapulting Nissan to record profits and a dramatic
revitalization of both its Nissan and Infiniti model line-ups. Ghosn has been recognized in Japan

for the company's turnaround in the midst of an ailing Japanese economy. Ghosn and the
Nissan turnaround were featured in Japanese manga and popular culture. His achievements in
revitalizing Nissan were noted by the Japanese Government, which awarded him the Japan
Medal with Blue Ribbon in On 7 April , Daimler AG exchanged a 3. This triple alliance allows for
the increased sharing of technology and development costs, encouraging global cooperation
and mutual development. Taken together, the Renaultâ€”Nissan Alliance sells one in ten cars
worldwide, and would be the world's fourth largest automaker with sales of 8,, units. Datsun:
Until , Nissan automobiles in most export markets were sold under the Datsun brand. In the
Datsun brand was phased out and the Nissan brand was phased in. All cars in had both the
Datsun and Nissan branding on them and in the Datsun name was completely dropped. In July ,
Nissan announced the relaunch of Datsun as a brand targeted at emerging markets. Infiniti:
Since , Nissan has sold its luxury models under the Infiniti brand. From , Infiniti cars are sold in
Japan. For many years, Nissan used a red wordmark for the company, and car "badges" for the
"Nissan" and "Infiniti" brands. At Nissan's earnings press conference in Yokohama, Nissan
unveiled "a new steel-blue logo that spells outâ€”literallyâ€”the distinction between Nissan the
company and Nissan the brand. Underneath were the "badge" logos for the Nissan, Infiniti and
Datsun brands. Later in , the Nissan "Company" logo changed to the Nissan "Corporation" logo.
The latter was the logo used by Nissan Motor Co. In July , Nissan introduced new corporate and
brand logos, as part of an image revamp tied to the Ariya launch. Nissan has produced an
extensive range of mainstream cars and trucks, initially for domestic consumption but exported
around the world since the s. It also produced several memorable sports cars , including the
Datsun Fairlady , and Roadsters , the Z-car , an affordable sports car originally introduced in ;
and the GT-R , a powerful all-wheel-drive sports coupe. In , Nissan created a tuning division,
Nismo , for competition and performance development of such cars. One of Nismo's latest
models is the Z Nismo. Nissan also sells a range of kei cars , mainly as a joint venture with
other Japanese manufacturers like Suzuki or Mitsubishi. Until , Nissan rebadged kei cars built
by other manufacturers. In China, Nissan produces cars in association with the Dongfeng Motor
Group including the Nissan Livina Geniss , the first in a range of a new worldwide family of a
medium-sized car. As of in Japan, Nissan sells its products with internationally recognized
"Nissan" signage, using a chrome circle with "Nissan" across the front. Renault also exported
cars to Japan and were available at "Nissan Red Stage" locations, and are still available at
Nissan Japanese dealerships. The word " satio " is Latin, which means ample or sufficient. In
the early days of Nissan's dealership network, Japanese consumers were directed towards
specific Nissan stores for cars that were of a specific size and pricepoint. Over time as sales
progressed and the Japanese automotive industry became more prolific, vehicles that were
dedicated to particular stores were badge engineered , given different names, and shared within
the existing networks thereby selling the same platforms at different locations. The networks
allowed Nissan to better compete with the network established earlier by Toyota at Japanese
locations. Starting in , another sales distribution channel was established that sold diesel
products for commercial use, called Nissan Diesel until the diesel division was sold in to Volvo
AB. To encourage retail sales, Nissan passenger vehicles that were installed with diesel
engines, like the Cedric, were available at Nissan Diesel locations. Nissan has classified several
vehicles as "premium" and select dealerships offer the "Nissan Premium Factory" catalog.
Vehicles in this category are:. The name originated with the Datsun Cabstar, but this was
gradually changed over to "Nissan" badging in the early s. The lighter range The nameplate was
first introduced in December The range has been sold across the world. It shares its platform
with the Nissan Caravan. It was listed by Edmunds. It is a cab-over engine truck and was
available either as a truck, light van glazed van , or as a "route van" bus. After some
modifications and the new 1. The Cabstar underwent another facelift with an entirely new front
clip in May The Cabstar was placed just beneath the slightly bigger Homer range in Nissan's
commercial vehicle lineup. It received a full makeover in January , although the van models
were not replaced. Both ranges were sold with either a 1. The F20 received a desmogged engine
range in September and with it a new chassis code, F Manufacturing of the heavier range
Hseries Atlas began in December , while the lighter series Atlas F22 was introduced in February
â€” this succeeded both the Homer and Cabstar ranges and the nameplate has not been used in
the Japanese market since. The Atlas F22 was sold in Europe as the Nissan Cabstar and proved
a popular truck in the UK market due to its reliability and ability to carry weight. From the range
widened and was sold as the Cabstar E. Nissan's second all-electric vehicle, the Nissan e-NV ,
was announced in November Nissan plans to launch two additional battery electric vehicles by
March In June , Nissan announced it will introduce its first range extender car in Japan before
March The series plug-in hybrid will use a new hybrid system, dubbed e-Power, which debuted
with the Nissan Gripz concept crossover showcased at the September Frankfurt Auto Show.

The second-generation Leaf was launched by Nissan in Japan in By December , global
deliveries totaled , Leaf cars, 10 years after its introduction. In August Nissan announced its
plans to launch several driverless cars by The company is building a dedicated autonomous
driving proving ground in Japan, to be completed in Nissan installed its autonomous car
technology in a Nissan Leaf all-electric car for demonstration purposes. The car was
demonstrated at Nissan test drive event held in California in August The testing car will be used
by Nissan engineers to evaluate how its in-house autonomous driving software performs in the
real world. Time spent on public roads will help refine the car's software for fully automated
driving. Nissan vice chairman Toshiyuki Shiga and the prefecture's governor, Yuji Kuroiwa,
rode in the car during the test. Nissan has also had a number of ventures outside the
automotive industry, most notably the Tuâ€”Ka mobile phone service est. Nissan offers a
subscription-based telematics service in select vehicles to drivers in Japan, called CarWings.
Nissan also owns Nissan Marine , a joint venture with Tohatsu Corp that produces motors for
smaller boats and other maritime equipment. Nissan also built solid rocket motors for orbital
launch vehicles such as the Lambda 4S and M-V. Nismo is the motorsports division of Nissan,
founded in Also, they were featured at the World Series by Nissan from to Nissan sponsored the
Los Angeles Open golf tournament from to Beginning in , Nissan became the naming rights
sponsor for Nissan Stadium , the home of the Tennessee Titans and Tennessee State University
football teams in Nashville. Nissan's central research [] is inside the Oppama Plant site,
Yokosuka , which began its operation in , at the former site of Imperial Japanese Navy 's
Airborne Squadron base. At its 30th anniversary in , NTC employed 9, employees in product
development, design, production engineering, and purchasing. It works in close contact with
the central research, the Silicon Valley office, the technical office near the Nissan headquarters
in central Yokohama , and the overseas offices in Detroit , Silicon Valley, and Moscow. Nissan's
test courses are in Tochigi two courses , Yokosuka and Hokkaido. In mid- , Nissan launched its
first of many planned software and information technology development centers in
Thiruvananthapuram , Kerala, India. Data extracted from Nissan's international corporate
website. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the multinational
automobile manufacturer. For other uses, see Nissan disambiguation. Japanese automobile
manufacturer. This article needs to be updated. Please update this article to reflect recent
events or newly available information. September Trade name. Romanized name. Traded as.
Nishi-ku, Yokohama. Operating income. Net income. Nissan Infiniti Nismo Datsun. See also: List
of Nissan vehicles. Main article: Renaultâ€”Nissanâ€”Mitsubishi Alliance. Main articles: List of
Nissan vehicles and List of Nissan engines. Main article: Nissan Cabstar. Main article: Nissan
Titan. Main articles: Nissan electric vehicles and Nissan Leaf. See also: Renaultâ€”Nissan
Alliance zero-emission vehicles. Japan portal Companies portal. Marinos Yulon. Brief History of
Nissan Motor Company. Archived from the original on 9 May Retrieved 6 April National Science
Museum of Japan. National Museum of Nature and Science, Tokyo. Japan Automobile Hall of
Fame. Archived from the original on 3 September Retrieved 4 March Retrieved 13 May Retrieved
23 December Retrieved 25 September The Wall Street Journal. Archived from the original PDF
on 5 April Retrieved 29 January Who has the largest auto factory in the U. Don't be
embarrassed, few get it right - DailyKanban". Retrieved 2 October Retrieved 25 November
Georgano ; ; E. World in Motion , The whole of the year's automobile production. Belvedere
Publishing. Archived from the original on 2 November Retrieved 15 September Nissan corporate
website. The Reckoning. Archived from the original on 2 August Retrieved 25 February The
Multinational Monitor. Retrieved 20 July Archived from the original on 11 January Retrieved 3
August The New York Times. Retrieved 10 August Archived from the original on 27 March
Archived from the original on 10 March Nissan USA. Archived from the original PDF on 2
February Retrieved 30 October Archived from the original on 23 January Le Moniteur de
l'Automobile in French. Brussels, Belgium: Editions Auto-Magazine. The Age. Retrieved 19
August Archived from the original on 29 August Retrieved 4 December Nissan Middle East.
Retrieved 21 May Retrieved 10 April Retrieved 29 May The Korea Times. Retrieved 1 August
Retrieved 26 January Retrieved 13 March Retrieved 19 November Nikkei Asian Review.
Retrieved 12 April Los Angeles Times. Hiroto Saikawa Leaves". The Mainichi. Retrieved 8
October Automotive News. Retrieved 31 May Retrieved 5 July Irish Examiner. Retrieved 12
November USA Today. Japan's Auto Industry. About JAMA". Archived from the original on 16
May Retrieved 3 July Retrieved 6 July Ottawa Citizen. Associated Press. Retrieved 26 June
Retrieved 22 July Nissan Global. Archived from the original on 31 December METI in Japanese.
BBC News. Retrieved 20 May Renault-Nissan Alliance. Archived from the original on 23 October
Retrieved 27 January Automotive News Europe. Retrieved 1 July Renault Nissan Alliance.
Archived from the original on 22 February Retrieved 7 February Retrieved 8 February Note:
There is a small conflict in these sources. Dongfeng Motor Company Limited. Retrieved 17 April

Vedomosti in Russian. Retrieved 29 November Retrieved 31 December Fox Business. Archived
from the original on 28 February Retrieved 27 February The Hindu. Chennai, India. Car and
Driver'. November Archived from the original on 16 December Retrieved 16 December Archived
from the original on 16 April Retrieved 20 June Retrieved 15 July Retrieved 5 April Nissan News.
The Drive. Kei Car Fanzine. Archived from the original on 5 January Retrieved 4 January Japan:
Nissan. Retrieved 1 January Retrieved 18 October Retrieved 20 September The Auto Channel.
NBC News News. Retrieved 25 April Autoblog Green. Retrieved 20 January â€” via Automotive
World. Guinness World Records. Archived from the original on 16 February Retrieved 22
January Hybrid Cars. Retrieved 11 December See editorial note. Paris: Nissan Europe. More
than , Nissan Leafs have been sold worldwide. Archived from the original on 26 December
Retrieved 27 November Retrieved 9 June Retrieved 27 June Archived from the original on 23
February Retrieved 4 September Automotive World. Green Car Congress. Retrieved 5 March
Retrieved 31 August Introduction to Rocket Science and Engineering. The Japan Times. The
Tennessean. Retrieved 25 June Retrieved 14 September The Alliance â€” Renault Nissan
Mitsubishi. Retrieved 18 August Retrieved 3 February Archived from the original on 23 April
Archived from the original on 19 February Retrieved 28 November Retrieved 21 November The
New Indian Express. Retrieved 19 December Retrieved 21 July Archived from the original on 6
June Retrieved 28 May Archived from the original on 10 May Retrieved 16 April Archived from
the original on 1 June Retrieved 1 December Japan: City of Musashimurayama. Archived from
the original on 16 July Archived from the original on 4 March Retrieved 29 December Archived
from the original on 29 December Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR
UD. Nissan navigational boxes. Nissan light truck timeline, North American excluding Mexico
market, sâ€”present. Nissan road car timeline, European market, sâ€”present. Nissan sportscar
racers â€”present. R R R R GT1. Ligier Nissan DPi. Infiniti , a division of Nissan Motor Co.
Automotive industry in Japan. Toyota Factories. Autobacs Seven Yanase Imported Cars.
Category Note: defunct companies and marques above are shown in italics. Bus manufacturing
companies of Asia. Nikkei companies of Japan. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons Wikinews. Nissan's headquarters in Yokohama. Public
KK. Automobiles, luxury vehicles , commercial vehicles , outboard motors , forklift trucks.
Renault United States. United Kingdom. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Nissan.
Straight-3 HR UD. Versa hatchback. Versa sedan. Sport compact. Pulsar NX. Altima Coupe.
GT-R R Vehicle sold only in Canada. Compact minivan. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact
crossover SUV. Rogue Select. Mid-size crossover SUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Full-size
SUV. Datsun Truck. Vehicle exclusively sold in Canada. City car. Micra K Sunny B Cherry N
Sunny N Almera N Tiida C Pulsar C Stanza T Bluebird Bluebird U Primera P Laurel C Maxima J
Maxima QX A Teana J Silvia S Sports car. Compact MPV. Prairie M Almera Tino. Note E Large
MPV. Serena C Juke F Qashqai J X-Trail T Murano Z Terrano II R Terrano WD Pathfinder R Patrol
Patrol Y Pickup D NP Datsun Vanette. NV Datsun Urvan. Compact car. Entry-level luxury car.
Mid-size luxury car. Full-size luxury car. Not available in North America. Drivers with a penchant
for performance are usually willing to make sacrifices for a sporty edge. The Nissan Maxima has
long catered to this set by offering standard V6 power and sharper handling than the typical
midsize sedan. With the Maxima, you get a horsepower V6 plus lots of standard features. Even
the base-trim Maxima comes with leather upholstery, for instance. Unfortunately, the Maxima,
which is part of the eight-generation car that debuted for , has little else to distinguish itself.
Fresher rivals, such as the Honda Accord, Kia K5 and Toyota Camry, offer similar performance
potential with fewer compromises. They typically cost less, too. We generally suggest going
with one of these rivals, but check out the categories of our Expert Rating to learn more about
the Maxima's strengths and weaknesses. Powering all Maxima models is a 3. SR The sporty SR
trim adds plenty of racy touches and a few convenience features such as:. Platinum The
top-of-the-line Platinum model goes without the SR's sport-tuned suspension and paddle
shifters but adds:. Bought it primarily as an upgrade from my Maxima, which I loved. I was
looking for the latest safety features and CarPlay compatibility. But the 40th anniversary
package really makes it stand out! Quiet and comfortable, but plenty of power too especially in
sport mode. Write a review. See all 1 reviews. Nissan bills the Maxima as a four-door sports car,
but the Kia Stinger actually delivers on that promise. With an available turbocharged V6 engine,
rear- or all-wheel drive, and sharp handling, the Stinger is a must-see if you want performance
from a sedan. The Maxima does as well as a front-wheel-drive sedan can be expected, but it falls
short in terms of value and comfort. Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Kia Stinger. The
Kia K5 is new in name, though in reality, it's the continuation of the retired Optima. Despite its
rather humble beginnings, the K5 is a standout in the class, with aggressive styling, engaging
driving dynamics and the kind of value that Kia is known for. The top-of-the-line K5 GT has a

stout turbocharged four-cylinder that rivals the Maxima's V6 for power. In many ways, the
Mazda 6 represents what the Maxima could have been. Its sleek styling manages to turn heads
and the sporty handling will elicit a smile in spirited driving, yet it costs quite a bit less than the
Nissan. The advantages continue to build with the Mazda 6's more modern tech and
comfortable seats. The least-expensive Nissan Maxima is the Nissan Maxima 3. The Nissan
Maxima is offered in the following submodels: Maxima Sedan. Available styles include 3.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Nissan Maxima and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the Maxima 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift
through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Maxima. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Nissan Maxima and all model years in
our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Maxima
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Nissan Maxima. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified
pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP,
average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features
upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Nissan Nissan Maxima. Select year - New - New. Select a trim 3.
Other years. Pros Well-made, attractive cabin Sharp handling for a midsize sedan Cons The
back seat and trunk aren't very spacious Overly firm ride quality in the SR trim Compromised
visibility Dated infotainment system What's new Limited-production 40th Anniversary Edition
Streamlined trim level lineup Part of the eighth Maxima generation introduced for The Maxima
offers an appealing bridge to luxury sedans with sporty handling, above-average performance
and a classy interior. Yet despite its ample mass, this midsize sedan doesn't offer a lot of space
for either passengers or things. Many rivals also deliver better tech and more features for less
money. The Maxima isn't quite the "four-door sports car" that Nissan says it is. It's not even
really a sport sedan. But it is a sporty midsize sedan, with above-average handling and strong
acceleration from a V6 engine. Oddly, the Maxima feels heavy at low speeds but lighter and
more agile as speed increases. This sensation largely comes down to the steering feel. In many
cars it's the opposite â€” lighter at parking-lot speeds and heavier with at higher speeds. In
turns and corners, the Maxima's dynamic limits are fairly low, but the car communicates well
enough that drivers can be confident not to overstep them. Overall, this Nissan is a friendly and
easy car to drive. The Maxima's quiet cabin â€” a joint effort involving acoustic glass, ample
sound-deadening materials and active noise cancellation â€” gives the sedan a premium feel
out on the road. The ride is firm and controlled, and the suspension does well at absorbing
bumps and road imperfections. A firmer sport suspension is available for drivers willing to trade
ride comfort for sharper handling. Overall, the Maxima rides better than most midsize family
sedans and more like an entry-level luxury car. The Maxima's seats also straddle the line
between sporty support and long-distance comfort. They'll keep you in place through fast
corners but remain comfortable for long stretches. The Maxima's interior looks great, the

controls are easy to use, and the infotainment system's structure is logical. But there's a price
to pay for the Maxima's sleek exterior design. Passenger space is limited, and the cabin feels
small. Front passengers get decent headroom, but intrusions in the footwells and high armrests
make things feel cramped. Rear passengers endure even less legroom and headroom. And
getting in and out of the Maxima, particularly for those in the rear seat, is more work than it
should be. Visibility also leaves something to be desired, and the front corners of the car are
hard to judge. Useful side mirrors and safety aids help for awareness. The stereo and
touchscreen are adequate, especially if you like bass, but other midsize sedans cost less and
offer more fully featured systems and better audio. Most basic infotainment features can be
controlled through voice command, but we found the system finicky about word choice and
phrasing. Driver aids are also limited. Adaptive cruise control works well and can bring the car
to a complete stop, but Nissan's innovative ProPilot package isn't offered. Considering the
Maxima's size, its overall cargo capacity is disappointing. The Maxima lags behind similarly
sized cars in both small-item storage and trunk space, but the trunk has a wide and low
opening, which makes for easy loading. Additional useful features include hooks for hanging
shopping bags and in-trunk pull tabs to release the fold-down seats. The Maxima has four
clearly marked lower car-seat anchors across the back seat and sufficient space for most car
seats. The downside is the sloping rear door opening that will require some parental
contortions for access. In our time with the car, we had trouble matching EPA numbers, falling
short even of the city mpg estimate. The fact that 91 octane is recommended adds even more
cost. The Maxima tries to thread a line between a near-luxury car and one that delivers
better-than-average performance. It doesn't quite succeed at either. Sure, the interior looks nice
with a veneer of luxury and many touch points covered in soft or premium materials. It also
offers a measure of sophisticated handling and performance, but nothing you can't get from
another competitor for less money. The Maxima manages to capture a sense of luxury and
sportiness in an accessible package, even if it doesn't quite excel at either. It's a car designed to
make the driver feel good. Largely it succeeds, even if it's far from the best value. Since one of
the Maxima's few selling points is its sporty performance, we suggest the SR trim that comes
with a stiffer suspension for sharper handling. You also get some comfort and safety features to
help justify the added cost. Standard feature highlights include:. Read more. Find savings on
the Maxima for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Maxima lease offers. Sponsored
cars related to the Maxima. Trending topics in reviews comfort road noise appearance
technology safety. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, 40th anniversary 4DSC.
Automatically applies the brakes to lessen the impact of a front collision. Intelligent
Around-View Monitor Provides a degree, top-down view of the Maxima to help when parking.
Side Impact Test Good. Nissan Maxima vs. Kia Stinger Nissan bills the Maxima as a four-door
sports car, but the Kia Stinger actually delivers on that promise. People who viewed this also
viewed 4. Related Maxima Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the Maxima both on the road
and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about Nissan Maxima fuel economy, so it's
important to know that the Maxima gets an EPA-estimated 24 mpg. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Maxima has
And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Nissan Maxima is
reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal
what it's like to live with the Maxima. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the
reviews, and be sure to compare the Maxima's average consumer rating to that of competing
vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Nissan Maxima is a good car.
Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Maxima and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the Maxima is a good car for you. Other versions include: 3. If you're interested in the Nissan
Maxima, the next question is, which Maxima model is right for you? Maxima variants include 3.
What do people think of the Nissan Maxima? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Nissan Maxima and all model years in
our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Nissan Maxima? Which Nissan
Maximas are available in my area? Can't find a new Nissan Maximas you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Nissan Maxima?
Check out Nissan lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Maxima drive?
How comfortable is the Maxima? How economical is the Maxima? Is the Maxima a good value?
Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. The following items have been
reconditioned on this vehicle: all new tires! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Adjectives like

impeccable, spotless, and immaculate can be used to describe how clean this Nissan Maxima 3.
The Nissan Maxima 3. The quintessential Nissan -- This Nissan Maxima 3. There is no reason
why you shouldn't buy this Nissan Maxima 3. It is incomparable for the price and quality.
Looking for a Nissan Maxima that is in great condition inside and out? Take a look at this
beauty. You can finally stop searching You've found the one you've been looking for. Your
dream car. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Description:
Used Nissan Maxima 3. There are many vehicles on the market but if you are looking for a
vehicle that will perform as good as it looks then this Nissan Maxima 3. You could keep looking,
but why? You've found the perfect vehicle right here. The Maxima tries to let buyers get their
cake and eat it too, reproducing the fun driving experience offered by European sports sedans,
without reproducing their higher prices and smaller cabins. We'd love to earn your business!
Contact us for details. Tax, tags and MV fees additional. Since certain vehicles may have open
safety recalls, East Hills discloses the most accurate recall information available to you prior to
actual sale. To find recall information, go to To take advantage of our Internet Pricing, you must
print this page and present it to your salesperson at time of sale. We cannot extend Internet
pricing without a printed copy of the on-line pricing and your in-store price may exceed our
special on-line pricing. Ask for details. All discounts are included in our internet pricing. All
financing is subject to primary lender credit approval and vehicle qualification. Nissan 3. We
strive to exceed your expectations when buying your next car. The experienced and
professional sales team at Competition BMW isn't satisfied until you are driving off of the lot in
the car that is perfect for you, and your lifestyle. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine
configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine
configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. Want to see this car? Visit the URL above and schedule a test drive brought to your
driveway. All cars are disinfected. List prices do not include taxes, registration, Shift Service
fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan. Nissan Maxima, 3. Every Used car gets the following
Call, Click, or stop by. Value Priced below the market average! Based on the excellent condition
of this vehicle, along with the options and color, this Nissan Maxima is sure to sell fast. We are
excited to offer this Nissan Maxima 3. This model sets itself apart with sporty driving
experience, Striking styling, powerful engine, upscale luxury features, and efficient CVT
transmission We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more information. The
prices shown above, may vary as will incentives, and are subject to change. Call or email for
complete vehicle specific information. Vehicle availability subject to prior sale. Recent Arrival!
Gun Metallic Nissan Maxima 3. To set up your test drive please call or visit us on the web at This
sedan scored a crash test safety rating of 5 out of 5 stars. Make your move before it's too late
schedule a test drive today! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Trim 3. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 2,
Engine Type Gas 2, Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 2, Cylinders 6 cylinders 2, Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Certified
Pre-Owned. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Never Considered Nissan Until Now. Week 2 of owning my Maxima Platinum
and I'm very satisfied with my purchase. I'm 30 years old, no children, young ish professional
with a long commute 30 miles one way. I happened to see a Maxima on the road and it really
stood out, so I read some online reviews and made my way to the dealership "just to look".
Well, after driving the cars priced thousands more, I was seriously impressed with this car. I'll
go through what's meaningful to me. Safety - what are grouped into "packages" on other
vehicles with already high base prices are all standard on the Maxima Platinum and commuting
in Chicago through dense traffic on busy expressways I find the extra set of watchful eyes on
the road very reassuring. The blind spot monitor, front and rear sonar, forward emergency
braking, smart cruise control, driver attention alert, around view monitor - these have all come
in handy already in just these two short weeks and I'll probably not buy another car without this
helpful tech. The diamond quilted seats, hand stitched dashboard, diamond patterned wood
trim, panoramic roof, heated and cooled seats, flat bottom sport steering wheel; all these
features combine to make each driving experience feel special. The nav and infotainment
system is awesome - the redundant controls with the i-drive like rotary wheel is convenient if
you don't want to poke at a touchscreen and the navigation information can be swiped into the
driver control cluster so you can keep your eyes on the road. Driving Experience - anyone who
says CVT and sport sedan can't go together and I was one of those individuals haven't actually
driven this car. The system can keep the RPMs low in everyday driving to maximize fuel
economy but push the sport mode button and things get moving fast. The ability of the CVT to

give you that power instantaneously and then hold you in the power band is incredible and for
merging onto highways at speed, it makes things a breeze. Will this car cannibalize sales from
the Infiniti Q50? Will it steal sales from cars in classes above? It just did for me. It's large and
spacious, sporty without being pretentious and immature, elegantly appointed on the inside,
and cheaper to insure. If you're looking for a full featured near-luxury or luxury in my opinion
car with sporting aspirations that's not too fussy to be a good reliable daily driver, head down to
your Nissan dealership. I drove one home that night and have been thrilled every time I drive it. I
currently have a little over 7K miles and there are some noteworthy things I'd like to add. I did
some research, and found that some auto manufacturers add software that puts limitations on
the engine during the break-in period. Not sure if this is something that Nissan does, but the
throttle responsiveness and power from the engine abruptly improved a noticeable amount. The
only time I have noticed the CVT is when in Sport mode during spirited driving, the transmission
holds the revs as if anticipating another heavy throttle input. This results in some minor droning
from the transmission, however this is never observed in everyday driving in Normal mode. Still
amazed by the ability of the CVT to give you instantaneous power; merging and passing is easy
and never requires planning. The
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forward emergency braking can be somewhat overzealous - when a car is slowing down to
make a turn ahead of you and you keep going at speed anticipating it moving out of your way,
I've had the car brake itself somewhat abruptly several times. It certainly is better than having
an accident, however it can be obtrusive. When you hear the warning beeps, a gentle braking
motion can prevent this which I should probably have been doing anyway. Minor note - not a big
deal, but I found a way to turn off the honks and beeps the car emits when you lock and unlock
it. Kind of a nice feature, especially getting home late in a suburban area and not wanting to
annoy the neighbors. Overall structural rigidity is impressive - no squeaks or rattles, no issues
with the pano roof that other reviewers have mentioned which are all covered under warranty
anyway. Some minor recalls have been addressed, but so far zero issues and still one of the
best vehicles I have ever owned. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

